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Expect the unexpected. After we did
the testing of the 120+ smoke and heat
detectors and the fire alarm system, I
(Ryan) needed to replace a couple of
the alarms. Right before getting out on
the ladder, the huge lantern style light
fixture made a strange noise and just as
I looked up, the whole fixture came out
of the fitting and fell down to the floor
and shattered. After the clean up, we
put up the scaffolding to repair the light
holder as well as changed out the
alarm. Never a dull moment.

This is one of the
schools where we
have Kinrick Kids.
Please pray the covid
restrictions will be
lifted so that we can
again meet in person
at the schools!

Place of peace and joy!

Our family planned the Family Easter Service. Cassy led worship and did an
object lesson with Shuggie (AKA Ryan). Chris prepared the Easter Story in
segments that went along with a wooden Easter set as a visual. We spoke as
well as friends from church. Chris concluded with a John 3:16 object lesson.

The Tea Room was recently asked to do
a funeral reception. It was for a
longtime customer who had her
children in Overtoun House when it was
a maternity hospital. Although we have
very little experience doing funeral
receptions, we said yes. We worked
very hard to try to make a difficult time
a little brighter for the family. Through
the process, they kept saying how
wonderful everything was, how helpful
we had been, and how much it all meant
to them! I believe this is because they
experienced God’s comforting peace.
The Tea Room isn’t just a place to come
for lunch, it is intended to be a place of
peace and joy! I love getting to be a part
of it!

Peace, Cassy

Overtoun House Tea Room Staff

Thank YOU for your love, support in prayer and monthly investments! Not
just a donation; but partnering with us to make a difference! Together, we
are sharing the hope of Jesus and YOU share in the blessing!

Beannachd Leibh

(Scottish Gaelic for Blessings to you.)

Ryan and Chris
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